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This document explains the process and logic of the Benefit Plan (Target Pop) automation process 
in AlphaMCS.  With the simplification of this State requirement, we are now able to automatically 
add some BPs (TPs) to active consumers who are not currently in a BP or if the BP has lapsed 

New Benefit Plans  Automated  Manual 

 AMI ADSN 

 CMSED AMVET 

 ASTER ASCDR 

 CSSAD ASWOM 

 GAP CDSN 

What: asp_automate_tps, a nightly job 

When: 8:00 PM nightly, 7 days a week 

How: Claims – the nightly process will scan the system for STATE (bp_id = 1) claims in an approved 
status.  Then, MCS will use both the BP Service Array and the BP Diagnosis Array to 
determine the matching Benefit Plan (TP).  These arrays are available from the State and are 
posted on the MCS University.  If MCS identifies a BP, and the BP identified is one of the 5 
Alpha automates, then MCS will add the BP to the consumer’s record in the Patient 
Maintenance module under the Target Populations tile.  If the consumer already has the 
effective BP in their profile then Alpha will not expand the dates to 2099. 

 

Example:  John Doe is currently in the AMI benefit plan with an effective date of 7/1/14 – 
6/30/15.  A claim comes in for DOS of 8/31/14 that was submitted for a service and diagnosis 
code that matches AMI, Alpha will not touch this record.  If a claim is received with a DOS 
after 6/30/15, only then will MCS expand this record to the 12/31/2099 end date. 

 SARS – Benefit Plans are also automated when a SAR is approved.  This only applies to 
“Approved” service requests for State funded consumers.  Just as with claims, MCS will look 
at the Diagnosis Code(s) submitted and the service being requested.  MCS will then take 
those two elements and determine the matching benefit plan from the service/dx arrays.  
The effective date of the SAR will be used as the effective date for the Benefit Plan and the 
end date entered will be 12/31/2099. 

Note about DX fields:  as you may already be aware, there are 10 diagnosis fields available 
on a SAR.  MCS will scan ALL diagnosis submitted.  If there is any match that determines a BP 
that is not effective in the consumer’s record, MCS will add it. 

Adjudication If there is not a BP in for a patient and a State claim is submitted, MCS will bypass the 
“Invalid TP” denial and approve the claim anyway.  That is IF the DX and Service on the claim 
matches one of the 5 automated BPs.  The next day when the Automation job runs at 8PM, 
this BP will get added to the consumer’s record. 
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TP automation procedure, as it is currently coded, does not identify and compare if a consumer's 
current TP are compatible with the TP AlphaMCS is adding. 

 
Compatibility is only checked when adding through the user interface. 

TP Dump Files Providers may call stating their target pop dump file is not updated with the 
automated TPs added by MCS.  This is due to the dump file only displaying TPs (BPs) that the 
provider has submitted via Enrollments or Client Update Requests. 

 

Tech Notes 

--Procedure 
asp_automate_tps 
 
 
--New Benefit Plans (TPs) 
SELECT * 
FROM tb_target_pops 
WHERE end_dt > GETDATE() and active = 1 
 
--BP to Diagnosis Array (Mappings) 
SELECT * 
FROM tb_tp_to_diags 
WHERE active = 1 
 AND tp_id in (SELECT tp_id 
      FROM tb_target_pops 
      WHERE end_dt > GETDATE()    
  and active = 1) 
 
--BP to Proc Code Array (Mappings) 
SELECT * 
FROM tb_tp_to_proc_codes 
WHERE active = 1 
 AND tp_id in (SELECT tp_id 
      FROM tb_target_pops 
      WHERE end_dt > GETDATE() 
      and active = 1     

  
--BP Concurrency Array (Mappings)       
SELECT * 
FROM tb_tp_compatibility 
WHERE active = 1 
 AND tp_id in (SELECT tp_id 
      FROM tb_target_pops 
      WHERE end_dt > GETDATE() 
      and active = 1) 
 

 

 


